Presentation Title: Human Evil and Societal Trauma

Presentation Time: 10:00 AM - 1:30 PM US Eastern Time

Content Level: Intermediate

Abstract: This presentation will discuss the psychodynamics and cognitive processes of the psychopath. What interpersonal processes they use to seduce and manipulate others in the service of self-interest and personal gain. Psychopaths who gain access to power are particularly dangerous and have been responsible for mass genocide. The relatively new concept of “successful” or “corporate” psychopaths will be presented and discussed.

We will discuss the dangerousness of psychopaths not only in the destruction they cause but, their ability to tap into and intermesh with peoples’ dissociated need, greed, and fears. The sadistic and often inhuman behavior psychopaths engage in expresses a severe dissociation of attachment needs and their envy of the emotional bonding others are able to achieve. This can drive them to destroy it in others. Because psychopathy is found among highly functional and successful individuals there is also the danger of it becoming a cultural ego ideal.

American chattel slavery has had profound, transgenerational traumatic impact on the descendants of slaves. But slavery as an institution has also had negative effects on the descendants of the slave holders as well. We will discuss how American chattel slavery has shaped the lives of those whose ancestors were slave owners and overseers.

Young children particularly from marginalized populations are increasingly becoming victims of childhood sexual abuse. We will discuss the emergence of dissociated, trauma-bearing, self-states emerging in treatment and the value this information offers in helping to create psychological profiles of perpetrators of such crimes.

Learning Objectives:
At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be able to:

- Describe the psychodynamics of psychopathy and the concepts of the "successful" and "corporate" psychopath
- Discuss the role of dissociation in psychopathy particularly as it pertains to the dissociation of attachment needs and their attempts to destroy relatedness in others
- Describe the effect of American chattel slavery on the descendants of the slave owners and overseers
- Describe the nature of the abusive behaviors of highly sadistic offenders against children in order to be able to provide a therapeutic container to allow victims to process such trauma
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**Ellen Lacter, PhD**
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**Timed Outline**
- **15 minutes - Introduction to the subject**
- **35 minutes - Human Evil and Societal Trauma: A Psychodynamic Look at Psychopaths and the Evil Ones Who Walk Amongst Us**
- **35 minutes - Post-Traumatic Slavery Syndrome Revisited**
- **30 minutes - Break**
- **35 minutes - Production of Child Sexual Abuse Materials: What Makes the Perpetrators Tick?**
- **30 minutes - Panel Discussion**
- **15 minutes - Possible Complications in Treatment**
- **15 minutes - Q&A**
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